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Can you please email me the post-match police report from Aston Villa v 
Manchester United played on Saturday December 20, 2014? 
 
 

MATCH RESUME (HOME)
 

   

Aston Villa v Manchester United
 

   

Premiership Fixture on: 20/12/2014 Kick Off: 15:00:00  
 

   

Match Category C Result: 1-1
 

   

ATTENDANCE
 

   

Home: 38325 Away:2945 TOTAL: 41270 
 

ARRESTS & EJECTIONS
 

   

TOTAL ARRESTS 5 Aston Villa 1
 

   

TOTAL EJECTIONS 51 Aston Villa 1
 

   

  

 

   

This match was the first between the 2 clubs to have 3pm Saturday kick off in a 
number of years, that said being the last weekend before Christmas Intelligence 
suggested that there would be a large turnout of both sets of risk supporters for their 
Christmas socials. 
Fans were monitored on trains arriving at 10:30hrs New Street, no real risk fans 
amongst them and up until around 12:30 both sets of supporters were happily drinking 
together in the city centre side. Spotters then spoke to a number of Man UTD risk 
who enquired about the xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. FIO's then widened their search to the 
area around the NIA where in the xxxxxxxxxxxx they found over 60 Man UTD risk 
with around 40 hangers on. This group were unhappy to see the FIO's and were 
quickly wrapped by resources. FIO's then moved to the xxxxxxxx where 
approximately 150 anti-social Man UTD fans had taken over the pub and the standard 
of their behaviour was quickly declining. Again resources were tasked to monitor the 
group. 
At around 2.15 The risk group from the xxxxxxxxx began to move and it became 
obvious they were travelling via private transport and minibuses 1 Man UTD youth 
risk was Section 35'd out of the area due to his ASB. as very few walked towards the 
train station or taxi rank. At the ground 12 coaches and 12 minibuses were still 
arriving up to the kick off, Man UTD fans were drinking happily in the xxxxxxxxxx 
and xxxxxxx pubs. The sale of alcohol to away fans assisted in keeping the turnstile 
queues down to a minimum and officers were able to detain 2 away males for drunk 
entering, 1 who attempted to jump the turnstiles. Villa had approximately 50 risk fans 
drinking in the xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx and there was a 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. Only around 25 Villa risk made their 
way to the ground the rest remained xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx The Man UTD 
Youth Risk supporter who was S35 earlier for ASB turned up at the ground and was 
immediately arrested for breaching his order. 
Phase 2 - The tension between the home and away fans was heightened and across the 
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divide saw a number of ejections. Villa scored and a number of away fans were 
ejected for failing to celebrate in home areas of the ground roughly around 30 this 
caused violent confrontation between Police Stewards and fans as they battled to quell 
the violence. Missiles (coins) were thrown from Man UTD fans into Villa fans 
sections of the ground. There was then information to suggest that Man UTD fans 
were ripping up seats and throwing them 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. Man UTD equalised and another 
flurry of away ejections in home sections of the ground occurred resulting in violent 
confrontation again, 1 home fan arrested for attacking an away fan being ejected from 
home section. 1 away risk fan arrested xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx arrested by FIO's as 
being wanted xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Phase 3 - xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx and despite the tension inside the 
ground Phase 3 passed without any incident whatsoever, long queues at the train 
station but other than that no issues. 

 


